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SINGULARITY OF THE RADIAL SUBALGEBRA
OF &(FN) AND THE PUKANSZKY INVARIANT

FLORIN RADULESCU

Let &(FN) be the von Neumann algebra of the free group with
N generators x\, . . . , XN , N > 2 and let A be the abelian von
Neumann subalgebra generated by X\ + jcf*1 H h XN + x^1 acting
as a left convolutor on 12(FN) . The radial algebra A appeared in the
harmonic analysis of the free group as a maximal abelian subalgebra
of £f{Fχ) , the von Neumann algebra of the free group. The aim of
this paper is to prove that A is singular (which means that there are
no unitaries u in Jz^(FN) excepting those coming from A such that
u*Au C A). This is done by showing that the Pukanszky invariant
of A is infinite, where the Pukanszky invariant of A is the type of
the commutant of the algebra s/ in B(12(FN)) generated by A and
X\ + XγX + -4- XN + Xχl regarded also as a right convolutor on
12(FN).

1. Introduction. Let M be a type IIi factor with trace τ , τ(l) = 1
and A c M a maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebra (briefly a
M.A.S.A.). Following J. Dixmier [1], let NM(A) = {ueM \u unitary,
uAu* = A} be the normalizer of A in M and B = NM{A)" the von
Neumann subalgebra generated by NM(A) in M. According to the
size of B in M, A is called singular if B = A and A is called
regular (or Cartan) if B = M. While examples of regular M.A.S.A.'s
are readily available by the classical group measure space construction
from a free action of a discrete group on a measure space, examples
of singular M.A.S.A.'s are more difficult to obtain (see, e.g., [1], [6],
[9], [10], [5]).

The aim of this paper is to show that in the von Neumann algebra
M = £?(FN) of the free group with N generators Xχ9 X2, . . . , XN >
the radial algebra (i.e. the abelian von Neumann subalgebra generated
by X\-\ h XN + X\ 1 H 1- XN l) *s singular. This algebra has been
studied intensively in [2], [3], [7] because of its connections with the
problem of computing spectra of convolutors and with representation
theory of FN . In particular in [7] it is shown that the radial algebra
is a M.A.S.A. in S?{FN).

To prove our result we need in fact to prove more than the sin-
gularity of A. In order to express this we recall some definitions.
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Let | |X| |2 = τ{X*X)χl2 be the Hubert norm given by τ on M , let
L2(M, τ) be the completion of M with respect to this norm so that
M acts (in the standard way) on L2(M, τ) . Let also / : L2(M, τ) ι-»
L2(M , τ) be the canonical conjugation (given by Jx = x* for x in
Af) and let sf = (Av JAJ)" be the (abelian) von Neumann subalge-
bra generated in B(L2(M, τ)) by A and Λ 4 / . Since any automor-
phism of M is unitarily implemented on L2(M, τ) , it follows that
the type of the algebra sf1 is an invariant for A. This invariant was
considered by Ambrose-Singer and also by Pukanszky in [6]. More-
over the latter showed that in the hyperfinite factor there are singular
M.A.S.A.'s, An such that the corresponding s/n 's are of the homoge-
neous type In on IB^M τ ) ) - P\ (where p\ is the cyclic projection

onto 3 l l l l 2 C L 2 ( M , τ ) ) .
The link between this invariant and the classification of M.A.S.A.'s

recalled at the beginning is given by a result of S. Popa ([4]); J / is
maximal abelian whenever A is a Cartan M.A.S.A. and (consequently)
if sf is of the homogeneous type In (n > 2) on IBfj}tM τ\\ -P\, then
A is singular.

We prove that for the radial algebra this invariant is infinite (for
each N) and therefore A is singular.

In an earlier version of this paper the proofs were very complicated.
I am greatly indebted to Florin Boca who simplified the proofs by
noticing the relations in Lemma 1. Also the actual proof of Lemma 5
is due to him.

2. Singularity of the radial algebra. Let N > 2 be an integer
and FN be the free group with N generators X\, Xι, . . . , XN . Let
M = £?{FN) be the associated von Neuman algebra (which is the
weakly closed subalgebra of B(12(FN)) generated by the left convo-
lution operators on 12{FN)). It is well known that £?(FN) is a type
Hi factor that acts standardly on l2(Fχ), (see [8]) and that with this
identification the norm || | | τ coincides with the usual norm || ||2 on
l\FN).

By Mo = C[FN] we denote the group ring of FN over C, viewed
as a subalgebra of M (thus Mo is the linear space of all finite sums
ΣweF ^w - w (where λw are complex numbers) endowed with the
usual product structure). Since the void word 0 (the unity of FN)
coincides with the unity of -^(JFV) , we shall simply write 1 instead
of λ&. By means of the identification of M with a subspace of
L2(M, τ) , MQ corresponds to the subspace of finite support sequences
in l\FN).
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Recall that the canonical length function | | on FN is defined
by \w\ = |αi | + \a2\ + ••• + \ap\ if w e FN has the reduced form

For any integer n > 0 we denote by Mξ c Mo the linear span of
all words in F^ of length n and by qn we denote the projection of
12(FN) onto Mζ /„ will be the vector in Mξ defined by

\w\=n

In [2], [3], [7] it is proved that

A = Sp({χn\n>0})w CM

(the closure being taken with respect to the weak topology on M) is
an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of J?(FN) (called the radial alge-
bra); this in fact a consequence of the following recurrence relations:

(1) Xi-Xi=Xi

Xl'Xn= XnX\ = Xn+1 + (2N - 1)/Λ_i , Π > 1.

Moreover, by [7], A is a M.A.S.A. in M.
Let as before si = (A V JAJ)" be the (abelian) von Neumann

subalgebra of B{l2(Fχ)) generated by A and JAJ and for any ξ in

let Pξ denote the cyclic projection of 12(FN) onto Spj/C =
2 . Our aim is to show that s/f is of the homogeneous type

/oo on I - p\ (where 1 e M c L 2 ( M , τ)) and to do this we will
construct an infinite family of vectors {ζn}n in 12{FN) such that their
corresponding cyclic projections {pj } e J / ' are mutually orthogonal
and of central support I — p\ in s/1.

In proving this we will need also to consider for each integer n >

0 the projections Pn onto Sp{AwA \weFχ, \w\< n} 2 and the
linear subspaces Sn c Mβ spanned by {qn(X\w), Qn(wχι), w eF^,
\w\ < n - 1} (so that So = (0)). We will later identify Sn with the
range of the projection Pn-\/\qn. Note that with the notation before

Pι=Po
To describe the structure of the cyclic projections associated with

an arbitrary vector ζ in M^, / > 1, we will also use the following
notation: for all r, s integers let

and if r or s are strictly negative, let ξr)S = 0.
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Our first purpose is to show that for every γ in A/jJ θ S/, I > 1
the projection pγ commutes with all qn, n > 0 and to describe the
range of pγ Λqn To do this we need first the following lemma which
is analogous to the recurrence relations (1).

LEMMA 1. (a) If γ is in Mι

Q> / > 1, then

l)?r-i,5 forr>l,s>0,

- l)yr>J_! forr>0,s> 1.

(b) // γ is in Mι

Q θ Si for some I > 2 then the relations in (a) are
also true for r,s>0, i.e. we have

(c) If γ = Σμrμi cx X belongs to M^ θ S\ and ε e {±1} w

(^-ij = εcx for all X in FN with \X\ = 1 then

= 7 5 , 1 -ε}V-i,o>

(d) Finally if γ belongs to Mι

QQSlt / > 1,

= 70,5-70,5-2, ^

Proof, (a) is proved exactly as the relations (1) are proved in [2]
and (b), (c) are proved by similar arguments. For example, if γ is as
in the statement of (c) and s > 1 an integer, then

\w\=s

= 7 i , 5 -

\w\=s

= 7i,5 -

where by f(w) we denoted the first letter of w and where we used
the equality Σ)μr|=i cx = 0 which follows from the fact that γ being-
orthogonal to 5Ί it is also orthogonal on ^ .

Finally (d) is proved by induction from the preceding relations.

The next lemma shows that for γ in M^ θS[9 py commutes with
qn and range pγΛqn = Sp{yrj5;r+5==«_i} for all n > 1.
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LEMMA 2. Suppose γ is in Mf θ S / , / > 2, ε m {±1} and β in
^ , β = Σcx such that cx = ec^-^ for \X\ = l. Then for all

n, m>0

(a) XnVXm = yn,m- (Vn,m-2 + Vn-2,m) + 7/1-2, ro-2 ,
(b)

XnβXm = βn,m - (βn-2,m + βn,m-2 + &βn-\,m-ί)

(" ε) (εβn-k-\,m-k+l +£βn-k+l ,m-k-l+2βn-k,m-k)>
k>2

(c) yn,m = Σr<n,s<mXrVXs where ( r , j ) runs over all possible val-
ues such that r, s have the same parity as n, m respectively.

(d) βn,m = Σr<n,s<m(ε)n~rXrβXs where (r, s) runs over all possi-
ble values such that r - s has the same parity as n-m.

In particular Sp((χnγχm)n)m>0) = Sρ((jym)W ) m> 0) and similarly
for β.

Proof. We will prove only (b), (d) since (a), (c) can be proved in a
similar (but easier) way.

To prove (b) note that the case n = 0 follows straight from the
preceding lemma (point (d)) and hence we can proceed with the proof
by induction according to n. Assume that we have already carried
the induction up to n and hence we have to compute χn+\βXm For
the sake of simplicity we assume n > 2 and by the use of the second
relation from (1) (when n = 1 we have to use the first) we get for any
m > 0

Xn+\βXm = (Xl ' Xn - (2N - l)χn-i)βχm

= Xι(XnβXm) - (2N - \)χn_xβχm.

In order to describe the proof we introduce the following linear
operators L and M on Sp(/?Wjm) defined by L(βn)m) = βn+\im and

so that by Lemma l.c

Xn+ifiXm = {L + M){χnβχm) - {IN - ϊ)χn_xβχm.

One easily observes that L(χnβχm) contains all the required terms
in the expansion of Xn+\βXm except those of the form βOr. But on
the other hand M(χnβχm) gives {2N-\)χn_\βχm (by the induction
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hypothesis) plus the above-mentioned missing terms. This completes
the proof of (b). Similarly (d) is proved by using

Ai+l.m = Xlβn.m " (2N - l)βn-l9m, n>\.

The next lemma shows in particular that whenever γ, / are orthog-
nal vectors in Mι

0QSι the associated cyclic projections are orthogonal.

LEMMA 3. Let γ,γ' be vectors in M^θSi, / > 2. Corresponding
to ε, εf e {±1} as in the statement of the preceding lemma, let β, β1

be in M^ θ S\. Then for any n, n', m 9 m
f > 0

(a) OVm, Vfm'>2 = tn,n *m9

(b)

y ( , >2 we denote the scalar product on l2(Fχ) and ί y w
Kronecker symbol: δtj is nonzero only if i = j and in this case

Proof. It is obvious that both sides in (a) and (b) vanish if n + mφ
n* + mf. Hence we will assume that n + m = n' + m' = k. Let
first ξ,ξ' be elements in Mι

Q θ S / , / > 1 using (1) and the fact that
Qι(Xn ' ζn\m'' Xm-i) = 0 we deduce

whenever m > 1 (and a similar relation to the left of ξ). Using this

and Lemma 1 (and since qι{Xnξn',m'+\Xm-\) = 0) w e obtain

QliXntn'.m'Xm) = (2JV - l)0/(Xn£Λ'>m'-i#m-l) > fθΓ m , m ; > 1 ,

0 if £ = 7 for s > 1,

(-β)ft(ίj-i,0/5-1) i f ί = j?, f o r s > l .
(and similar relations to the left of ξ). Assuming n > n1 (so m < m')
we obtain by induction

= I

QliZnfin'.m'Xm) = (2N - l)»+m'(-εγ"-"'\β.

The proof is now accomplished by noticing that

*n', m > ^n»
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We can now show that the space 5/ coincides with the range of
the projection P/^Λtf/ and deduce that P/_! and 47 are commuting
projections. As a corollary we will obtain that the cyclic projections
corresponding to two orthogonal vectors in Sp(Λ/^ θ S/ | / > 0) are
orthogonal:

LEMMA 4. (a) The projections P/_i and qι commute and 5/ is the
range of P/_ \ qι = P/_ \ Λ qι (so that M^ θ Si is the range of qι θ P/_ 1)
for all / > 0 .

(b) Ifξi belongs to Sp(Λ^θS/ | / > 0), i = 1, 2, and (ξι, &) 2 = 0
then Pξ and Pξ are orthogonal.

(c) If p = 2ΛΓ- 1, α/ = dim(#/θ P/_i), / > 0, ίAίW α 0 = 1,
oί\ = P> Oί2 = P2 -p - 1 <zw/ α/ = pι~3(p - l) 2 (p + I) for I > 3, In
particular qι θ P/_j w nonnullfor all I.

Proof, (b) is an easy consequence of (a) and of the preceding lemma.
(a) is obvious for / = 0 since Po = O and in general it will be proved
by induction according to /. Assuming that we have carried the in-
duction up to /, we prove (a) for (/ + 1) instead of /. First we prove
that for each w in F^, \w\<l,

(3) <H+\(XpU>χq) e S/+i for all p, q > 0.

By the induction hypothesis it is sufficient to show that for any k < I
and any γ in Mβ θ S^ ,

0/+i(XpVXq) belongs SM for all p, q > 0.

This means (by Lemma 2) that we have to show that { γp ,q } -p+q=ι+1 -k
is contained in 5/+ 1 . But this follows from the fact that whenever
p + q = l-k, qι+ι(χiYp9q) = γp+ι,q and qM(γp,qχι) = yPyQ+\ (by
Lemma 1). Hence (3) is true and it follows that

rangeq M P t c SM c rangeP/ Λ ft+1

(the second inclusion being obvious). Hence P/ commutes with #/+1

and S/+1 equals the range of βy+i-P/.
To prove (c) note that by Lemma 2 for any γ in Λf̂  θ 5/, / > 1,

pγ commutes with all qn and dim(p7Λ?rt) = n - / + l for n> I (and
zero for n < I). Hence the following formula holds for / > 1:

aι=pι~ι(p+ 1 ) - ( 1 +/αi + (/- l)α 2 + •••+ 2α/_i)

and by an elementary induction argument we get (c).
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The following computational lemma will be used only in the next
lemma. Probably it is known but for the sake of completeness we
include its proof here.

LEMMA 5. Let a be a real number with \a\ < 1. There are strictly
positive numbers B, C depending on a such that for any integer k > 0
and any λo, . . . , λ^ in C

Proof. Let A be the linear operator on Ck+ι given by the matrix
dij = fll1'"^', /, j = 0, 1, . . . , k, and let NQ be the nilpotent operator
given by n^ = <$/,;•+1 and D the diagonal operator with only nonnuU
entries d?oo = ^kk = 1 Then

and an elementary computation shows that A is invertible and

A'1 = (1 - a2)'1 ((I + a2)I - a(N0 + N£) - a2D).

Hence

\\A\\<(l + \a\)(l-\a\)-ι = C,

\\A~ι\\ < (1 - α 2 ) " ^ ! + 2\a\ + 2a2) = B~ι

and the lemma follows now from the inequality

which holds true since A is positive definite.

Finally start with nonnull vectors β in MQΘS\ and γ in
/ > 2. To prove that the cyclic projections Pβ and pγ have the
same central support in J / ' it is clearly sufficient to show that the
linear mapping To defined by the requirement T0(χnβχm) = XnYXm
is well defined and extends to a bounded invertible operator from

11 " n "χm)11 "2 onto Sp(χnγχm)n " 2 . This is done in the following
lemma.

LEMMA 6. Let β and γ be as in the statement of Lemma 2. Then
the linear mapping To on Sp{χnβχm} into Sp{χnγχm} defined by
To(XnβXm) = XnΎXm is well defined and extends to a bounded linear
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operator from Sp(χnβχm) 2 onto Sχ>(χnγχm)ι 2 . In particular pβ

and pγ have the same central support in stf1.

Proof. Let 7g: Sρ(χnβχm) H-> Sρ(χnγχm) be the linear map defined
by requiring 7^Sn,m = yΛ > m, and let 5: Sp{χ«yχm} -> {Sp *„}>#*,}
be defined by Syn^m = 7n—1,m—1 By the preceding lemma and by
Lemma 3, 7Q extends to a bounded invertible operator (also denoted

by Tβ from Sp(χnβχm)11 "2 into Sp{χnγχm}11 " 2 . Also by Lemma 3,
we have | | 5 | | < (27V - I ) " 2 so that /§ n w2 + S is also bounded

and invertible. Hence the linear map (which is the composite map

βn,m ^ Yn,m+ZVn-l,m-\

extends to a bounded invertible operator from Sp{χnβχm} 2 into

Sp{/π7/m} which by Lemma 2(b) and (d) coincides with Γo . This
completes the proof of the lemma.

We can now state and prove our main result.

THEOREM 7. Let A = {Xx + + XN + X~x + + X^ 1}" be the

radial algebra in <S?(FN). Let srf = (A V JAJ)" be the (abeliaή) von
Neumann algebra generated in B(12(F^)) by A and JAJ. Then J / ' c
B(l2(Fχ)) is of the homogeneous type I^ on IBtptF ))-P\ (where p\

is the cyclic projection from 12{FN) onto A 2 ) . In particular (by [4])
A is singular.

Proof. For each / > 0 take a basis {£,•,/}/ of M^θSi with £0,0 =
1 € M^, and when / = 1 we have to choose the vectors ζifι to be like
in Lemma 2 for some ε = ±1 (which is always possible). By Lemma
6 {pζ }ιj have all the same central support in J / ' . By Lemma 4,
Σi>1Pξ = / - p i and hence, since pi e J / (by Lemma 3.1 in [4]),
it follows that the central support of p? in si1 is / - p\ for each
/ > 1. Since by Lemma 4 the family {pξ }/>! is infinite, the theorem
is proved.
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